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Dear Parents and carers 
 
 Welcome to the summer term. We are excited to introduce our new theme: Be              
Your Best! 
 
This term we are focussing on being the best possible version of ourselves. This will               
include: Healthy lifestyle and mindfulness. These will link nicely with Harwell school’s            
four R’s ethos: Respect, Responsibility, Resourcefulness and Resilience.  
Underpinning this we will be supporting the children with their friendship building, and             
understanding and managing their emotions. 
 
To give you a brief curriculum overview: In literacy we will be looking at Verbs,               
adjectives, adverbs and suffixes alongside characterisation. We will be using the story            
‘Giraffes can’t dance’ .In maths we will focus on time and measure, multiplication and              
division. In science we will look closely at ourselves and think about how to be happy                
and healthy. 
 
Read, Write Inc will continue daily as usual and we will listen to readers in class both on                  
a one to one and small group basis. 
 
We hope to be very active this term and make the most of both the warmer weather                 
and new equipment in the hall. Our PE sessions will continue on a Tuesday afternoon               
and swimming on Wednesdays. 
 
The outcome will be active so beware! We request your company on Tuesday 21st May               
between 1:30-2:15. Trainers are advised! Weather permitting we hope to be outside but             
will use the hall if not. 
 
Thank you for your continued support, it was fantastic to see so many faces at our                
outcome and the children were delighted to share their learning with you. As always we               
are available before and after school should you wish to speak with us. 
 
Kind regards 
Mrs Chapman, Mrs Gregory, Miss Wall and Mrs Adams. 
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